CHATHAM NATURAL & XL

Chatham
natural & xl
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• GREAT FOR POOLS

• LARGER PAVER SHAPES GIVE A DRAMATIC LOOK
• BLEND 3 PC NATURAL WITH 2 PC XL TO CREATE

Beautifully Placed Confidence ™

A 5 PC SYSTEM

As a family-owned business, Eagle Bay operates on a unique set of values. Trust means
everything to us, and we earn it by offering the finest products and services. We understand
that we’re not just making hardscape products, we’re creating peace of mind.

www.EagleBayPavers.com
© Eagle Bay USA.

1231 WILLIS ROAD, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23237

| TOLL FREE

800.321.9141

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE

EAGLE BAY HARDSCAPE PRODUCTS |

natural & xl

Chatham Natural (3pc) and Chatham XL (2pc), available in a Natural Finish can be used
separately or be combined together into a 5 piece slab look to create an elegant tile-like
surface for patios, walkways, and poolsides.
Chatham Natural is available in a variety of colors to suit your design needs. Visit

chatham natural

EagleBayPavers.com for color options and more inspiration.

3 pieces, (2.375” tall):
13” x 20”, 13” x 13”, 13” x 7”

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

CAN CHATHAM BE USED IN ALL APPLICATIONS?
It can be used in all but driveways and other areas with vehicular traffic.
IS CHATHAM A PERMEABLE PAVER?
No, it is not.

Pavers with dimpled or textured surfaces
have high and low points on the surface
which lend a more natural aesthetic appeal
to the paver. These pavers are susceptible

Q:
A:

IS THERE A PATTERN FOR INSTALLATION?
There is no set pattern for Chatham. It is a modular system
to be installed randomly.

Q:
A:

to surface scuffing when being compacted
in place with plate compactors. Therefore,
these paver types should always be
compacted with a plate compactor that

WITH THE LARGER UNITS, DOES CHATHAM NEED TO

incorporates a protective mat or other
medium between the plate compactor and

BE INSTALLED DIFFERENTLY?

the surface of the paver. These protect

Chatham XL is a heavier unit that may require two people to install.

mediums include rubber matting, thin carpet,

Proper lifting techniques should be practiced or the use of slab

chatham xl

IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING
CHATHAM TAMPING

CHATHAM NATURAL & XL

Chatham

Sets

multiple-piece designs

mirafi 500x or cardboard.

handling/ vacuum equipment may be preferred.

2 pieces, (2.375" tall):
26" x 26", 26" x 13"

chatham natural
& xl together*
* Sold separately on individual pallets.
5 pieces, (2.375" tall):
13” x 20”, 13” x 13”, 13” x 7”,
26” x 26”, 26” x 13”
PRODUCT

WEIGHT LB.

SQ. FT.

per the cube

per the cube

Chatham Natural

3,420

130

Chatham XL

3,038

112.5

Chatham XL cube is packed in 8 layers, 2 of each size per layer.

Actual stone colors should be viewed by the homeowner before purchasing. All paver sizes are nominal and should be pre-measured when
doing a job where exact dimensions are critical. Product dimensions are height by face length by depth. Actual dimensions and weights may
vary from these approximate values due to variations in manufacturing processes.

QUESTIONS? EAGLE BAY CUSTOMER SERVICE IS STANDING BY.

800-321-9141

DELIVERY@EAGLEBAYUSA.COM
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please note

